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Chairman Tillis, Ranking Member Coons, and Members of the Subcommittee:
Thank you for the opportunity to appear at this hearing to offer testimony about laws in Europe
and around the world. I specialize in intermediary liability – the body of laws that define Internet
platforms’ responsibility for content shared by their users. So while I will primarily speak to
copyright and international analogs of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), I will
also draw on closely related laws outside the U.S. governing things like platform liability for
defamation or violent extremism. These are laws I have studied and written about at Stanford
since 2015. I also have extensive real-world experience with global approaches to platform
regulation from my prior role as Associate General Counsel at Google, where I worked from
2004 until 2014.
I will first briefly describe the goals and trade-offs inherent in any intermediary liability law;
then describe the DMCA’s place in the global landscape of intermediary liability laws; then
discuss concerns about filtering proposals and the recently enacted Article 17 of the EU’s Digital
Single Market (DSM) Directive.
I.

Intermediary Liability’s Goals and Mechanisms

Broadly speaking, all intermediary liability laws balance three goals. First, they aim to prevent
harm – in the case of copyright, to prevent infringement and piracy. Second, they aim to protect
Internet users’ lawful speech and activity online. Users’ rights are threatened when laws
incentivize risk-averse platforms to err on the side of taking down lawful speech. Third,
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intermediary liability laws aim to support innovation and competition among online services.
This concern is particularly acute for small businesses that can’t afford to hire armies of
moderators or build expensive filtering technologies.
When lawmakers update or adjust intermediary liability laws, they are effectively recalibrating
the balance between these three often-competing goals, which I will loosely refer to as (1) harmprevention, (2) speech, and (3) innovation. Many of the legislative knobs and dials available to
adjust that balance are relatively well-understood.1 For example, to make a law more speechprotective, lawmakers might require more robust counternotice mechanisms – systems for
Internet users to learn about and dispute a platform’s decision to take down potentially infringing
content.
Many intermediary liability laws around the world, like the DMCA, lead platforms to adopt
“notice and takedown” systems. Qualifying intermediaries are generally immunized for usergenerated content, but lose that immunity if they fail to remove the content after learning of its
existence – typically through notice from a rightsholder. Notice and takedown systems can be
important harm-reduction mechanisms. And systems with clearly defined roles and processes,
like the DMCA, provide legal certainty to both rightsholders and platforms – a factor that is
particularly important to small platforms who can’t hire lawyers to assess every claim. But, as
numerous studies document, notices are also widely misused by bad or mistaken actors to target
lawful speech for removal.2
To be clear, my point here is not that U.S. rightsholders are misbehaving. It is that most notice
and takedown systems give anyone easy leverage to silence other people by complaining to a
private platform. They give even well-meaning notifiers too little incentive to be careful about
accusations made in a notice. And they give platforms far too much reason to comply with false
or mistaken notices, in order to avoid expense and risk to themselves. Examples of abuse in
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notice and takedown systems are innumerable. They include businesses trying to knock their
competitors off of important platforms, and researchers attempting to hide evidence of mistakes
in their work.3 The President of Ecuador has reportedly used copyright notices to remove critical
news reporting from platforms including YouTube, Facebook, Vimeo, and Dailymotion.4 During
the 2008 U.S. Presidential election, both the McCain and Obama campaigns had material
removed from major platforms based on over-reaching DMCA notices.5
Some laws attempt to correct for these problems through procedural rules. In principle, these can
work somewhat like the rules of procedure in court, erecting barriers to improper claims and
letting the legitimate ones through. These include mechanisms like the DMCA’s counternotice
provision – which encourages but does not require platforms to permit user appeals of takedown
decisions – and the DMCA’s 512(f) penalties for claimants whose notices knowingly target
lawful speech. Broadly speaking, procedural rules serve intermediary liability law’s speech
goals, but may impair the harm-prevention goal if they deter legitimate notices, or the innovation
goal if they are too burdensome for smaller companies. In practice, it is hard to measure the
value of procedural rules. What data we have suggests that once improper removals take place,
after-the-fact measures like counternotice are not enough – the removals frequently go
uncorrected.6 A few countries around the world have experimented with more stringent process
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rules and transparency measures, for example under Germany’s NetzDG law.7 As a result, we
may have a natural experiment and basis for comparison as time passes. One outcome of
Germany’s experiment has emerged already: the German government recently charged that
Facebook was avoiding its obligations under NetzDG by simply using the broader prohibitions
of its Terms of Service (TOS) instead of the law as grounds to take down content, thus avoiding
the law’s transparency requirements.8

II.

The DMCA in Global Context

U.S. copyright law under the DMCA, broadly speaking, protects more speech and innovation
than most of its European analogs, but less than many other laws around the world. Globally,
there are intermediary liability laws that incentivize both more and less content removal than the
DMCA. (Intermediary liability rules are not alone in shaping platforms’ removal incentives, of
course. Other considerations, such as availability of statutory damages, can be very important.)
At one extreme on this spectrum would be laws that impose strict liability – meaning a platform
is automatically liable, even for content it does not know about – or that require platforms to
proactively monitor, police, or filter content posted by users. Until recently, laws like this were
often hypothesized by academics, but were very rare in the real world. Article 17 of the EU’s
new Copyright Directive, which I will discuss more below, has changed that by requiring
platforms to proactively monitor their users. But pre-existing European laws under the
eCommerce Directive, an EU legislative instrument dating to 2000, already tilted the scales
toward removal in subtler ways.9 One was through relatively vague legal standards in the
implementing laws of EU Member States. It is generally harder for platforms in Europe,
compared to platforms in the U.S., to know whether they qualify for immunity, because of
widespread uncertainty about which services are sufficiently “passive” to quality for safe
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harbors. Similarly, European laws are often less clear than the DMCA about when a platform
might be considered to have enough “knowledge” of infringement to trigger a takedown
obligation. This uncertainty means that, any time a platform receives a notice alleging that a
user’s speech is illegal, they have a greater incentive to simply honor the notice and take down
the speech.
While Europe’s laws generally incentivize more removal than the DMCA, laws in some other
countries incentivize less – effectively prioritizing speech and innovation goals at the expense of
potentially tolerating more harms, in the form of infringement. Canada’s “notice and notice”
copyright system, for example, requires platforms to facilitate certain communications between
rightsholders and users accused of infringement, but not to take down content.10 Another
example is Chile’s “judicial notice” system, in which copyright removal requests must first be
reviewed by a court before they are delivered to a platform.11
Outside the copyright context, Supreme Courts in Argentina and India have said that such
judicial or agency review is constitutionally required – that users’ speech rights are violated if
the law simply leaves platforms to resolve potentially complex legal questions based on private
notices.12 A Mexican court held that a publisher affected by a takedown request must, as a matter
of due process rights, be notified and given an opportunity to participate in a hearing.13 These
rulings track recommendations from human rights officials, including the UN Free Expression
Rapporteur Frank La Rue, who said in an official report that “censorship measures should never
be delegated to a private entity[,]” that in general “no one should be held liable for content on the
Internet of which they are not the author,” and that “provisions for the imposition of liability on
intermediaries should have sufficient judicial safeguards so as not to cause or encourage private
censorship[.]”14 Judicial review as a predicate for takedown is also included in intermediary
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liability legislation in Brazil15 and in recommendations from global civil society organizations.16
While Brazil does permit takedown based on private notice in copyright cases, Brazilian courts
recently penalized both a platform and a rightsholder for taking down the wrong thing. They
ordered YouTube to reinstate musical parody videos, and held both YouTube and the
rightsholder that had requested the removal liable for damages.17
As these examples illustrate, international approaches to intermediary liability fall along a broad
spectrum. In some cases, the variation reflects legislative policy choices balancing the laws’
priorities. In others, courts have held that laws must prioritize speech, based on national
equivalents of the First Amendment. U.S. courts, too, have struck down laws that went too far in
encouraging private censorship. Key U.S. Supreme Court cases in this area involve “analog
intermediaries” such as bookstores. As the Supreme Court said in one such case, strict liability
would incentivize the store owner to “restrict the books he sells to those he has inspected[,]”
effectively “impos[ing] a restriction upon the distribution of constitutionally protected” speech.
Such “self-censorship, compelled by the State, would be a censorship affecting the whole public,
hardly less virulent for being privately administered.”18 Concern about speech suppression that is
motivated by laws but carried out by private companies is highly relevant for lawmakers
weighing the competing goals of platform liability laws today.19
In the next portion of my remarks, I will discuss rights-based concerns about the EU’s new
filtering requirement in Article 17 of the DSM Directive.
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III.

Filtering Proposals and Article 17 of the EU DSM Directive

Article 17 of the EU DSM Directive instructs covered platforms to make “best efforts” to
prevent uploads of specified works, but to simultaneously protect users’ rights to quote, criticize,
parody, and otherwise lawfully use those same works. While it does not use the word “filter,”
Article 17 creates a de facto filtering mandate. The European Commission has convened
“stakeholder dialogues” to discuss, among other things, whether any technology is actually
capable of doing what Article 17 requires: distinguishing between infringing and non-infringing
uses of the same work. There is much more to Article 17, but I understand that other testimony
will explain the new law in more detail, so I will not expand on it here. Instead, I will focus on
three things. First, the law’s implications for speech rights. Second, the risks it creates for other
rights, including equal protection – risks that researchers are only beginning to appreciate, and
that have received far too little attention in the public discussion to date. Third, the problems
with relying on interested companies, and in particular on major platforms like Facebook and
Google, as sources of information about filters’ capabilities.
A. Speech and Censorship Issues
Article 17 was enacted amidst considerable controversy. Poland’s government is currently
challenging it before the EU’s highest court, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU),
arguing that it violates the EU’s Constitutional safeguards for free expression.20 The outcome of
that case is hard to predict, in part because Poland’s arguments are not publicly known. But the
likely objections are easy to surmise, based on the public debate that preceded both the
Copyright Directive and another proposed filtering measure in the EU’s draft Terrorist Content
Regulation.21
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The most widely raised objections to Article 17 involve Internet users’ rights to speak and access
information online. As numerous commenters pointed out, while the best filters are good at
spotting duplicate content, they are not able to discern when content is re-used in a new context.
This context-blindness is a key reason why filters are relatively well-accepted as tools for
platforms to weed out content that is illegal in every context, in particular for horrific material
like child sexual abuse images. Filters remain very controversial, though, in areas where context
matters, including copyright. In the EU’s most recent filtering debate, regarding terrorism, UN
human rights officials,22 academics (including myself), and civil society groups including the
ACLU raised concerns about, in the words of the ACLU’s letter, “enacting laws that will drive
Internet platforms to adopt untested and poorly understood technologies to restrict online
expression.”23
European courts have created an important body of case law regarding potential filtering or
monitoring requirements for platforms. For many years, the CJEU rejected proposed filtering
mandates, citing both rights concerns and legislative barriers under the eCommerce Directive.24
In 2019, however, the Court approved a monitoring injunction for the first time, in a case
involving platform liability for defamation. In that case, Glawischnig-Piesczek v. Facebook
Ireland, an Austrian court ruled that a Facebook user broke the law by calling a politician a
“lousy traitor,” a “corrupt oaf,” and a member of a “fascist party.”25 It ordered Facebook to
22
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proactively filter all posts on the platform to ensure that no user could make the prohibited
statements again. The CJEU held (1) that this monitoring requirement was permissible, and (2)
that Austria could enforce the order globally, requiring Facebook to silence users everywhere in
the world.
A filtering requirement like the one imposed in Facebook’s Austrian case would be
unconstitutional in the U.S. It raises serious questions about Internet users’ rights under EU law
as well. The CJEU did not examine the rights question in Facebook’s case, but is expected to do
so when it reviews Poland’s challenge to Article 17. According to other CJEU precedent, filters
interfere with two user rights: free expression and privacy. The European Court of Human Rights
(ECtHR) has, in one case, ruled that holding a platform strictly liable for defamation posted by
users – effectively forcing it to monitor or filter user speech in order to avoid liability – violated
the European Convention’s equivalent of the First Amendment.26 In another case, however, the
ECtHR accepted a strict platform liability rule for hate speech.27 Courts in other parts of the
world, including the supreme courts of India and Argentina in the cases I mentioned earlier, have
also indicated that strict liability rules for platforms violated their constitutions.
It remains to be seen how the CJEU will assess expression rights issues in evaluating Poland’s
challenge to Article 17. Presumably the law’s defenders will argue first that the threat of overremoval by filters is exaggerated, and second that any errors can be addressed by platforms
carrying out human review of filters’ decisions and providing users with complaint and redress
mechanisms, as required by Article 17.9. These are factual propositions: that filters will work, or
else that platforms’ human employees will fix the filters’ mistakes. As I will discuss later in my
testimony, there is substantial cause for concern about both of these claims, and a dearth of
reliable information to help assess them.
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B. Important Additional Issues
Policy discussions of potential platform filtering requirements have long focused on speech. I’ve
emphasized it here both because of its paramount importance under the U.S. Constitution, and
because it is central to the international case law and literature to date. But speech is by no means
the only issue. Other pressing concerns about filters include threats to user privacy and a very
troubling new body of research regarding bias and disparate impact. These issues warrant
considerably more attention, and should shape the next stage of our thinking about filtering
mandates like Article 17.
● Disparate Impact: A small but growing body of research suggests that automated
content control systems have disparate harmful impact on minority communities. One
study, for example, found that algorithms to filter out “toxic” speech unfairly penalized
speakers of African American vernacular English.28 In the copyright realm, critics have
raised concerns about filtering errors hurting hip hop artists more than musicians in other
genres.29 The empirical studies on point are very new, mostly from 2019. So far, I know
of no cases or laws addressing this issue.
● Privacy: Ordering a platform to monitor users’ communications raises serious questions
about surveillance and privacy. The CJEU has noted but never closely examined this
concern, and I am not aware of other international precedent on point. However, in one
potentially relevant case, the CJEU struck down a law that similarly leveraged the
capability of private communication channel owners, requiring carriers to retain vast
28
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amounts of user data for law enforcement use.30
● Competition: As representatives of small businesses in both the US31 and EU32 have
attested, expensive legal requirements that may be tolerable for a Facebook or a Google
(which has spent over $100 million on ContentID33) can be crippling for their smaller
competitors. Such requirements can also deter investment in new market entrants
entirely.34 For Article 17, likely costs include not only licensing or developing filters, but
also reconfiguring existing systems; ongoing maintenance and user support; paying
employees to review and correct filters’ errors or hear appeals; and technical lock-in
resulting from adoption of filtering technology. In Europe, this concern about burden on
businesses has a legal dimension, and was raised as a factor in several of the CJEU
filtering cases. The DSM Directive attempts to mitigate this problem by reducing
obligations of smaller companies in their first three years of operation. This, too, will be
an important legal experiment to observe as it plays out in Europe.
● Due Process: European scholars and NGOs have charged that filtering mandates and
other laws requiring platforms to “adjudicate” legal claims about users’ speech may
violate the equivalent of due process rights – effectively outsourcing speech governance
from courts and legislators to private companies.35 A handful of rulings and legal
instruments around the world, including the DSM Directive itself, have begun to wrangle
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with this issue by including rights of appeal to courts or regulators.36 This shift, which
effectively exposes platforms to litigation for both over- and under-policing, forfeits
some of the laws’ benefits for innovators. In exchange, it should in theory more
effectively protect users’ rights – although the efficacy and practicality of Article 17’s
after-the-fact corrections remain to be seen.
C. Inadequate Public Information about Filter-Based Removal Systems
Understanding Article 17’s real benefit for harm-prevention, and real costs for speech,
innovation, and other important values, requires answering some very concrete questions about
filtering systems’ real-world performance. Policymakers need to understand both filters’
technical capability to discern lawful and unlawful content, and the realistic chances that
platform employees will meaningfully correct for errors by reviewing filters’ output or users’
appeals. As the ACLU and other groups wrote in their letter to the European Parliament, though,
“lawmakers and the public have no meaningful information” about how well such systems work
now, or could work in the future.37As I will emphasize in this final portion of my testimony, no
commercial actor in this space – including major platforms like Facebook and Google – has
adequate incentives to provide that information.
What little we know from studies of filters made available for independent review is not
encouraging.38 Even representatives of Audible Magic, which is perhaps the highest profile
filtering vendor, have said in the EU stakeholder dialogue that determinations about parody,
criticism, and other contextually-legal uses “must be handled by human judgment[.]” The
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company disclaimed any representation that “technology can solve this problem in an automated
fashion.” Facebook, similarly, stated that its filters are “not able to take context into account.”39
That shortcoming puts all of the responsibility for applying real judgment about users’ online
speech onto platform employees. This has real costs for innovation: it is unclear which smaller
platforms can even afford the additional hiring to take on this task. And it has real costs for
speech and user rights. Decisions about whether to follow filters’ recommendations will
presumably be made by the same employees who, understandably but routinely, take down the
wrong thing in existing notice and takedown systems. They will still have incentives to err on the
side of removal. The difference is that these workers will now be the first and only source of
human judgment assessing a firehose of machine-generated matches. For a filter assessing the
half-million posts users make on Facebook each minute, with a hypothetical (and remarkably
low) error rate of 0.1%, that firehose would include 720,000 misjudgments each day.40 Some
experts have predicted that human review will provide little more than a “rubber stamp” for
machines’ decisions.41 While appeals by users could in theory offset the harm to lawful speech
from a “take down first, ask questions later” approach, experience with existing counternotice
systems gives little reason for optimism.42
The truth is that no one in the public discussion really knows how common filtering failures are,
how often human review corrects them, how effective counternotice systems are, or what
patterns of bias or disparate impact may infect these systems. European lawmakers enacting
Article 17 got much of their information from private companies, including rightsholders,
platforms, and vendors of filtering software. This body should not repeat that mistake. Major
commercial actors in this space do not have adequate motivation to be frank about filters’
shortcomings. Importantly, this includes the platforms themselves. Facebook and Google, while
framed as the “anti-filtering” voices in the debate, are in the business of building algorithms to
assess, “understand,” and categorize human communications, including for the purpose of
39

Paul Keller, Article 17 stakeholder dialogue: What have we learned so far?, Communia (Jan 6 2020),
https://www.communia-association.org/2020/01/21/article-17-stakeholder-dialogue-day-5-depends/.
40
Facebook, Company Information, https://newsroom.fb.com/company-info/.
41
Ben Wagner, Liable, but Not in Control? Ensuring Meaningful Human Agency in Automated Decision‐Making
Systems, Policy & Internet (2019), https://doi.org/10.1002/poi3.198.
42
See supra note 43.
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serving advertisements. Optimistic and buzzword-laden statements from Mark Zuckerberg and
others about the future of content moderation using Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
should be understood in this light. Platforms cannot be considered disinterested sources of
information about technologies that lie at the heart of their own future business plans.
Major platforms’ motivations in the filtering debate are further complicated by their market
position and current policy struggles. Most obviously, legal filtering mandates are widely
expected to advantage incumbents at the expense of smaller competitors. Platforms with ongoing
licensing relationships with major rightsholders also have reason to reassure their business
partners about filters’ efficacy – not to emphasize their shortcomings. And for big companies
with many regulatory irons in the fire, “coming to the table” to negotiate filtering or other
content restriction mandates may buy much-needed political credit as they attempt to avoid or
reduce the burden of new regulation in areas ranging from privacy to competition to taxation.
One European NGO, after listening as Google, Facebook, and other industry stakeholders
“extolled the virtues of their content matching algorithms, claiming negligible numbers of false
positives,” reached the dire conclusion that “both rightholders and big platforms have no
interest” in safeguarding user rights.43 I don’t believe that’s true. Many of my former colleagues
at Google cared deeply about Internet users’ rights. I expect that their equivalents at Facebook
and at rightsholder companies do as well. But the bottom line is that these are for-profit
companies, and key parts of their business benefit from high expectations about the capabilities
of automated content management technologies. The content and technology industries on
“both” sides of the filtering debate do not come close to representing all sides of the issue, and
should not be the public’s primary sources of information about filters and takedown systems. If
lawmakers want meaningful information about the real trade-offs involved in laws like Article
17, they must cast a wider net.

43

Paul Keller, supra note 39; Article 17 stakeholder dialogue (day 5): It all depends (Jan 21 2020),
https://www.communia-association.org/2020/01/21/article-17-stakeholder-dialogue-day-5-depends/.
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IV.

Conclusion

Thank you again for the invitation to speak. I welcome any questions about ways to design
intermediary liability laws to optimize the balance between the legitimate goals of harm
prevention, speech protection, and promotion of innovation.
***
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